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Ideas taught at the macroeconomics principles level should satisfy two goals.
First, they should be simple enough to be both understandable and memorable for the beginning student. Second, they should be consistent both with the modern economy and with the macroeconomic models of this economy that are used in practice for policy evaluation. There is no necessary conflict between these two goals. The greater the consistency between the ideas taught in the classroom and the models used in practice, the easier the ideas are to understand and the worthier they are of being remembered.
It would be an exaggeration to say that a consensus now exists in advanced research about how macroeconomics should evolve in the future. Debates continue, for example, about the usefulness of models with representative agents or what it means to have a fully articulated model of money. Nevertheless, at the practical level, a common view of macroeconomics is now pervasive in policy research projects at universities and central banks around the world. This view evolved gradually since the rational expectations revolution of the1970s and has solidified during the 1990s. It differs from past views, and it explains the growth and fluctuations of the modern economy; it can thus be said to represent a modern view of macroeconomics. 1 The purpose of this paper is to show how this modern macroeconomics can be taught at the principles level. I focus on macroeconomic concepts (including economic growth and fluctuations) and their graphical representation rather than on techniques of delivery, whether active learning, experiments, or the use of new media.
2 The teaching 2 ideas are similar to those used by Romer (2000) and Taylor (1998) , but the purpose of this paper is to show how closely they represent modern macroeconomics.
I. What is Modern Macroeconomics?
At the broadest level I think it is useful to emphasize five key components of modern macroeconomics (see Taylor (1997) ). First, the long-run real GDP trend-or potential GDP-can be understood using the growth model that was first developed by Robert Solow and that has now been extended to make "technology" explicitly endogenous. Second, there is no long run tradeoff between inflation and unemployment, so that monetary policy affects inflation but is otherwise neutral with respect to real variables in the long run. Third, there is a short run tradeoff between inflation and unemployment with significant implications for economic fluctuations around the trend of potential GDP; the tradeoff is due largely to temporarily sticky prices and wages.
Fourth, expectations of inflation and of future policy decisions are endogenous and quantitatively significant. Fifth, monetary policy decisions are best thought of as rules, or reaction functions, in which the short-term nominal interest rate-the instrument of policy-is adjusted in reaction to economic events.
Economic Growth. The first and second points suggest that teaching beginning students the Solow model-augmented with endogenous technology-is the first step toward teaching them modern macroeconomics. But how much of that model is manageable by students at the principles level? In my view, the simple growth accounting formula relating labor productivity growth to the growth in capital per worker and to the growth in technology should be the center of the discussion. Trying to explain 3 the steady state growth equilibrium is too abstract for beginning students and is better left for more advanced courses. In my experience it is straightforward for students to use the growth accounting formula. They enjoy using it to explain why growth slowed down in the 1970s or to determine whether the pick-up of growth since the mid 1990s in the United States (a key feature of the "new economy") is due to more capital or to better technology. Students sometimes find that the formula is too mechanical, and providing an intuitive explanation of it is helpful. (One could derive the formula graphically using shifts and movements along a production function, or present a Cobb-Douglas production function and compute total factor productivity using data on labor and capital, but these raise the level of difficulty for many students and are probably better left for more advanced courses.) The technology term in the growth accounting formula is useful for focusing attention (a la endogenous growth theory) on the determinants of technology growth, including education, research and development, and the process of invention and innovation.
Economic Fluctuations. While the growth accounting formula is useful for explaining long-term growth in the economy, other factors-the short-run tradeoff, expectations, and monetary policy-must be brought into play in order to explain fluctuations of real GDP around the growth trend. Fortunately there is a simple approach-comparable with the supply and demand model-that can be used to explain these fluctuations in much the same way they are explained in modern macroeconomic policy research.
If you look carefully at macroeconomic policy research in the 1990s, you find a nearly universal model being used to explain fluctuations around the growth trend. Many 4 examples are found in the papers reviewed in the useful survey by Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) . Virtually all of the participants in a recent NBER conference on monetary policy evaluation used this type of model (see Taylor (1999) ). And models now used for policy evaluation at the Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank, the Bank of Canada, the Bank of England, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, and the Central Bank of Brazil also fall into this category.
Some of these models (such as Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) or Svensson (2000)) are more explicitly tied in with microeconomic foundations than others. Some of the models are very small, with only three equations (such as Fuhrer and Madigan (1997) ) and some have many equations. But all the models can be boiled down to three relationships and three variables:
(1) The first relationship is between real GDP and the real interest rate. Such a relationship can be explained intuitively to principles students, but I can use some algebra here. The simplest algebraic form would be y = − ar + u where y is real GDP (measured relative to the potential GDP that comes from the Solow growth model), r is the real interest rate, and u is a shift term such as a shock to exports or fiscal policy. This relationship is analogous to an IS curve. It describes how a higher real interest rate depresses the demand for good and services in the economy. The equation can be derived as the first order condition of an intertemporal maximization problem (see Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) ). Such a derivation would include a lead of output on the right hand side. It can also be derived using a Keynesian cross diagram in which the aggregate expenditure line shifts down with a higher interest rate. I find that most students are satisfied with an intuitive explanation that higher interest rates discourage investment, net exports (because a higher interest rate raises the exchange rate), and consumption, thereby driving down demand.
(2) The second relationship is between inflation and the real interest rate. The simplest algebraic form would be r = bπ + v where π is the inflation rate and v is a shift term. This equation is a close approximation to the actual behavior of many central banks. When the inflation rate rises the central bank takes actions to raise the short-term interest rate (the federal funds rate in the United States) by enough to raise the real interest rate (b should be positive); this action is aimed at keeping inflation from rising further and bringing it back down. Central banks must decide how much to raise interest rates in response to inflation, taking the likely impact on unemployment or real GDP into account as well. In policy research other terms such as real GDP are generally included in the policy rule, but at the principles level it is much easier do keep the reaction to one variable. Observe that this characterization of monetary policy in terms of the interest rate is different from earlier principles treatments where money is assumed to be fixed or targeted by central banks; in reality modern central banks make decisions about the short term interest rate and much policy research suggests that this is to be preferred to a quantity oriented policy, at least with current and expected future behavior of money demand.
(3) The third relationship is between inflation and real GDP. This is a standard expectations-augmented Phillips curve in which the change in inflation increases when real GDP rises above potential GDP, signaling demand pressures. The simplest algebraic form of this relationship is π = π -1 + cy -1 + w where w is a shift term; thus inflation rises with a lag when y is greater than zero. The modern derivation of this equation is in terms 6 of staggered price setting by firms with some degree of market power. Here again one would expect to find leads of inflation in the relationship, so that expectations of inflation would raise actual inflation. Again see Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) for example.
II. A Simple Graphical Representation of Economic Fluctuations
In more advanced courses or in research work, it is of course possible to solve the three equations in three unknowns (y, r and π) as functions of the shocks (u, v, and w). Thus one can investigate how the economy responds to shocks and study normative policy questions such as how large the coefficient b in the policy rule should be. One can even do this with forward-looking variables and with rational expectations and consider the three shocks simultaneously as random variables.
But at the principles level we need a much simpler approach. Fortunately it is possible to construct a diagram that captures the essence of the models in a very simple way. Combining (1) the real GDP/interest rate relationship and (2) the central bank policy rule gives a negatively sloped relationship between inflation and real GDP. This relationship is an aggregate demand relationship, labeled AD in Figure 1 . This relationship can be explained intuitively to beginning students, but we can derive it algebraically here by substituting the algebraic form of (1) into the algebraic form of (2) to obtain y = -abπ + u -av. Movements along this relationship occur when inflation (shown on the vertical axis) changes and the central bank changes the real interest rate causing real GDP (shown on the horizontal axis) to change. For example, when inflation rises, the central bank raises the real interest rate and this causes real GDP to fall. The AD curve shifts to the right if there is a positive export shock or a fiscal stimulus.
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Observe that this AD curve is relationship between the inflation rate and real GDP rather than between the price level and real GDP. I have previously labeled this curve ADI, with the "I" for inflation, to remind teachers that it differs from other aggregate demand curves; Romer (2000) Real output and inflation are determined at the intersection of the AD and IA curves in Figure 1 . How does one explain the effect of a demand shock or an inflation shock? Suppose there is a fiscal stimulus; suppose it is permanent rather than temporary.
This stimulus shifts the AD curve to the right, and there is a new intersection. GDP rises, but, in the short run, the inflation rate does not rise. Over time, however, the inflation rate does rise and the IA line shifts up. The IA line continues to shift up until real GDP is back to potential and the inflation rate is higher. If the central bank wanted to offset this higher inflation rate then in would have to shift the AD curve back down again. This would cause a slow down or a recession as real GDP fell below potential GDP. The analysis is no more complicated than shifting supply and demand curves in elementary microeconomics. And because the inflation rate rather than price level is on the vertical 8 axis there is no need to keep shifting the curves up and up and up until they are off the page to describe a steady inflation.
III. Micro before macro? One-term or Two-Term Courses?
What implication does teaching modern macroeconomics in this way have for how principles courses are organized? In my view it suggests that microeconomics be taught before macroeconomics. Certain concepts like treating capital and labor as factors of production, or shifting demand curves around, are probably better understood after some microeconomics. If one cannot practically require that micro be taken before macro (because of scheduling conflicts or resource constraints), then it is important for the macro course to spend some serious time covering key micro principles.
An alternative is to offer a one-term introductory course with microeconomics coming before macroeconomics. This is the way elementary economics is taught at Stanford and I think the simple approach to teaching modern macroeconomics outlined here helps make a one-term course work. But many faculty members feel that there is too much economics to teach in one term.
IV. Conclusion
In this paper I have argued that there is a distinctive modern form of macroeconomics that is now being used widely in practice, even though research on potentially better models continues and disagreement about the best way to proceed persists. This theory fits the data well and explains policy decisions and impacts in a realistic way. Whether you call it the "new neoclassical synthesis," reminiscent of Paul
Samuelson's original textbook treatment of his "original neoclassical synthesis," or something else, I think it is both appropriate and possible to teach this modern form of 1 The preface and many of the papers in Taylor and Woodford (1999) describe such an evolution. Various names have been suggested for the macroeconomic approach that is now so common including "new neoclassical synthesis" (Goodfriend and King (1997) ) or "new Keynesian economics" (Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) ). The Content Standards include the ideas that money facilitates economic exchange, that the interest rate affects investment and saving, that real income growth is determined by productivity growth, that investment raises capital and thereby raises productivity, that unemployment and inflation are costly, and that fiscal and monetary policy have impacts on output and inflation (these are short paraphrases of standards 11, 12, 13, 15, 19, and 20, respectively) . However, the above framework provides greater specificity and detail appropriate at the college level. In my view this specificity helps students tie the content standards together, learn how they are used in practice, and remember them.
